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Transporting Data in WiFi Direct Mode 
All Controllers  

Quick Start 

From the FIELD to the OFFICE – WiFi Direct Mode 

1. Ensure the AGBRIDGE Drive is powered on correctly and export data files from the Ag 

Controller to the Drive in the same manner you would export data files to a thumb drive. 

Important Notes: 

a. For John Deere 2630 controllers the user must “Engage” the AGBRIDGE Drive before the 

controller will enter into file maintenance mode. To “Engage” the Drive, AGBRIDGE™ offers two 

options: 

i. Launch the AGBRIDGE Mobile App, connect to the Drive (indicated by a “blue” 

Bluetooth icon on the App’s Main Page), and engage the Drive by using the 

“Engage Drive” slide button on the main page of the App. (The button will turn 

“green”) 

ii. Install AGBRIDGE™ cable ABC100 and use the selector switch to engage and 

disengage the Drive. 

b. For Case IH AFS PRO 700 controllers the user must install AGBRIDGE™ harness ABH15 

so that the Drive will remain powered on after the Controller finishes exporting files. 

c. Please note that WiFi Direct Mode is not available for use with AGBRIDGE Drives 

operating in Flash Mode. 

d. Cab-to-Cab transport of Guidance Lines is not available while operating in WiFi Direct 

Mode. 

2. The Drive recognizes when new files have been copied to its memory. The next time the 

Drive connects with one of the account’s trusted networks it will commence transport of 

the new files to the AGBRIDGE Cloud Server. 

3. It is not necessary to have an open AGBRIDGE Mobile App in the cab when operating in WiFi 

Direct Mode; however, the App does provide feedback on connection status and provides a 

listing of the latest AGBRIDGE™ transactions. 

a. A “blue” cloud icon indicates that the AGBRIDGE Drive is 

connected to a Trusted WiFi Network that has a data 

connection with the AGBRIDGE Cloud Server. A “green” icon 

means there is an active transaction in progress. A “red” icon 

indicates that the Drive is connected to a Trusted WiFi Network 

but there is not an internet connection present. See Figure 1.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 
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b. AGBRIDGE™ maintains a record of the latest WiFi 

transactions for each Drive in an Account (listed below). 

These records are available in the WiFi Direct Menu of the 

AGBRIDGE Mobile App under “STATUS” and can be 

viewed by any team member’s version of the App. 

Records are listed in minutes (M), hours (H), and days (D). 

See Figure 2. 

i. Last data upload (up arrow) 

ii. Last data download (down arrow) 

iii. Last connection to the AGBRIDGE Cloud Server (empty 

cloud) 

iv. Connection status: See 3a above for cloud color coding. 

Note that “red” status is not available on this screen. 

 

 

From the OFFICE to the FIELD – WiFi Direct Mode 

1. If using the software of an AGBRIDGE™ Integrated Partner, prescription, boundary and 

guidance files can be sent directly from the software platform to any AGBRIDGE Drive. 

a. Proceed to Step 3 for instructions on how receive these files in the field. 

b. Proceed to Step 2 for instructions on how to SEND files using the AGBRIDGE Sync Client. 

2. To SEND prescription, boundary or guidance files to the Field from the Office open the 

AGBRIDGE target folder on your computer and follow the steps below:  

a. Paste prescription files / folders into the Prescription folder of the machine or machines within 

an account that you want to receive them. Use this folder also when sending boundary and 

guidance files to the Case IH Pro 700 controllers. Use the Guidance folder for sending boundary 

and guidance files to all others. See Figure 3. Refer to Section 5 below for how AGBRIDGE™ 

handles folder structures, etc. Refer to Quick Start - Managing & Sending Prescriptions for more 

information regarding managing prescriptions for large fleets. 

b. Once the files are pasted to the appropriate folder(s) the ownCloud File Sync Client syncs the 

files with the AGBRIDGE Cloud Server, making them available for download to the target 

account’s machine(s). 

c. IMPORTANT NOTE: In the case where modifications to a file that has already been placed in a 

prescription or guidance download folder are necessary, ALWAYS RENAME the file. AGBRIDGE 

Figure 2 

AGBRIDGE1 

AGBRIDGE2 

AGBRIDGE3 

https://www.scruggseq.com/products/agbridge/assets/downloads/Quick%20Start%20-%20Managing%20&%20Sending%20Prescriptions.pdf
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will not download a file with the same name of a file it has already downloaded. Therefore, 

modifications to a file without changing the name will not be successfully delivered if that file 

has already been downloaded to a mobile device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Ensure the AGBRIDGE Drive is powered on correctly. Drives are programmed to contact 

the AGBRIDGE Cloud Server every 90 seconds to check for new prescription, boundary 

and guidance files when operating in WiFi Direct Mode and connected to the internet via 

a Trusted WiFi Network. If new files are available they are automatically downloaded to 

the Drive and available for import to the Controller. 

4. New files that are downloaded to an AGBRIDGE Drive will be reflected in the Status 

window as shown in Figure 2. 

Important Notes: 

a. For John Deere 2630 controllers the user must “Engage” the AGBRIDGE Drive before the 

controller will enter into file maintenance mode. To “Engage” the Drive, AGBRIDGE™ offers 

two options: 

i. Launch the AGBRIDGE Mobile App, connect to the Dive (indicated by a “blue” 

Bluetooth icon on the App’s Main Page), and engage the Drive by using the 

“Engage Drive” slide button on the main page of the App. (The button will turn 

“green”) 

ii. Install AGBRIDGE™ cable ABC100 and use the selector switch to engage and 

disengage the Drive. 

Figure 3 
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b. For Case IH AFS PRO 700 controllers the user must install AGBRIDGE™ harness ABH15 

so that the Drive can remain powered on after the controller is shut down. 

i. The controller must be powered off after new files are downloaded to the Drive 

in order for those files to be placed in the proper folder on the Drive. 

ii. When the controller is powered back up the new files will be pulled into the 

controller’s active memory and available for use.  

5. Import files from the AGBRIDGE Drive 

a. Each brand / model of field computer (controller) has a unique sequence of commands to 

import data from its USB port to its main memory. Refer to your unit’s manual for more 

information and execute the procedure. 

b. For all Controllers other than Case IH AFS Pro 700 

i. Single files that are pasted to a machine’s prescription folder are placed in the 

appropriate folder on the Drive for each controller type. For example, single files that 

are placed in the prescription folder for a machine configured as a Raven Viper4 will be 

delivered to the Drive and placed in a /Raven/Rx folder. In addition, single files are 

always delivered to a /Agbridge/Prescriptions folder where they are available for 

controllers that do not specify a folder structure for prescriptions. 

ii. Prescriptions that are contained within a folder structure that is pasted into the 

prescription folder of a machine will be placed in the Root Directory of the Drive as 

structured. 

c. For Case IH AFS Pro 700 

i. Single files that were pasted into the Prescription folder of a machine will be placed into 

a /Shapefile folder on the Drive and are visible through the Controller’s import function. 

ii. Prescriptions that are contained within a .CN1 folder structure that is pasted into the 

prescription folder of a machine will be placed in the Root Directory of the Drive. Prior 

to delivery, the existing .CN1 folder that is present on the Drive will be renamed and 

preserved for agbridging. When this renamed folder is transported to the AGBRIDGE 

cloud server it is saved with its original unique .CN1 folder structure and identifier. 

d. After prescription files are imported from the AGBRIDGE™ Drive to an Ag Controller they 

remain on the Drive until they are erased using the “Clean AGBRIDGE Drive” command in the 

main menu of the app. 

 


